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GRAMPUS HERITAGE & TRAINING LIMITED
Green Village – Sustainable Rural development: Focus on Culture and Nature
‘Applying Ancient Skills / Empowering Communities’
Participation in a programme to learn the basics of Slovakian handcraft skills: sewn
lace, gatra, macramé, bobbin lace, tatting, crochet, weaving and felt: 28th July – 28th
August 2018
REPORT: Louise Butler, accompanying person, 29th July – 12th August 2018
This traditional skills project was facilitated between Grampus Heritage Ltd in
Cumbria UK and Krajina SK in Slovakia, whose CEO Miroslav Knezo also accompanied
the month long programme.

This report is based on participation as the

accompanying person during the first two weeks, which offered the same hands-on
experience as the young people in the group. The group consisted of seven young
women aged between 17 and 26 years old – five were undertaking full-time art and
design studies, another was studying environmental conservation with heritage
management and the other was a graduate, specialising in hand embroidery - so the
course content was highly relevant to each person. What was noticeable from the
start was the enthusiasm to learn by members of the group, the genuine interest in
textiles and the level of application given to activities. Daily studies started at 0900
am and continued to 1500/1600 pm – yet few took a proper lunch break, preferring
to continue working to complete the piece in hand. This sustained interest and
motivation was really great to see. Most students took work home to sit outside in
the evening and keep stitching, until the light faded.
Accommodation and hospitality:
The group stayed in the town of Kezmarok in the Presov region of eastern Slovakia,
with accommodation in a private house offering half-board, in shared bedrooms.
The house was in L’ubica on the edge of town and within easy walking distance of
the centre, with a magnificent view of the High Tatra foothills in the distance. Our
hosts, Teresa and Pivo, made us very welcome and gave free-run of their shady patio
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and beautifully cultivated garden, which was welcome as the weather was very hot
and it felt good to be outside and have social space. Whilst breakfast and dinner
were provided each day, there was a self-catering kitchen on the first floor and Miro
stocked the fridge with cheese, meats, bread, fruit and yogurts each day, so
everyone could make a packed lunch to take to school. The typical Slovak diet is
based around staples of potatoes, pork, milk products, sauerkraut and onions, which
is a bit challenging for vegetarians and vegans, both dietary requirements within the
group. It may benefit future groups if some catering guidance was offered to hosts
so that these diets might be better accommodated. However, we were given a true
and delicious experience of Slovak foods. Miro took the group to a typical Slovak
restaurant serving a deep-fried cheese dish, as a welcome – and also arranged a
Saturday night out for pizza, perceived as favourite British fare! We also tried Miro’s
beloved dish of Bryndzove halusky (potato dumplings with sheep’s milk cheese).
These nights out were good fun and gave everyone a chance to ‘dress up’.
Teaching base and skills:
Each weekday, Miro transported the group in his people carrier to the local 6th form
arts college where classroom teaching sessions were held, with tuition from one of
the full-time staff members, Zlatica Svitanova, ‘Zlaty’ for short, who was
accompanied each day by her little pug dog Kety – a firm favourite with the group!
Zlaty was a very experienced and excellent teacher – with oodles of patience, which
rubbed off onto the students as everyone was prepared to undo any mistakes and
re-start in order to put things right and end up with a good piece of work.
In the first week, we were introduced to the technique of bobbin lace. Each student
was provided with a pillow ready prepared with a grid and bobbins – and the choice
of a myriad selection of coloured yarns to work with. In this way, each person could
choose their colours and make their own work individual. The standard of output
was very high and everyone completed several sample pieces, some more ambitious
than others but all very competent. Later in the programme, the more complex
hand-sewing technique of needle lace was introduced. Tuition was really clear and
Miro stayed in the classroom to interpret and help answer any questions that
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cropped up. One day, a second-year student from the college joined us, speaking
good English and, being a comparable age to the group, was able to answer lots of
questions about life as a young person in Slovakia and social options within the
town!
On the first teaching day, the group was given a tour of the department facilities – a
theatre costume wardrobe, an exhibition of student work, the reference library
containing many excellent books on Slovak textiles, crafts and culture, which served
as extra inspiration. The school also owned some folk costumes embellished with
intricate embroidery, which we were allowed to handle.
Since the weather was very hot, on a couple of days the group worked outside by
the riverside in the parkland grounds of Strazky Castle - a manor house which is
reputed to be one of the oldest in Slovakia. It had been built on the site of a
monastery and owned by the Horvath-Stansith family and gradually modelled into a
Renaissance manor. As it seems in most building histories, there was destruction by
fire and the current three-winged manor built around a square courtyard was
completed in 1708. We were given a tour through the house with an Englishspeaking guide and the manor’s evolving history was clearly explained. He gave a
good interpretation of the family portraits, furniture, photographs and other
artefacts in the collection housed there, offering an interesting snapshot of life.
During these outdoor days the textile being taught and worked on was Tenerife
Lace, which is a much more portable technique. There were plenty of benches for
students to sit on and enjoy working outside. The manor house had a quiet inner
courtyard and café, which was a pleasant cool spot to take a break.
Cultural programme:
Kezmarok received a town charter in 1269, its name evolving from the German
Kasemarkt – cheese market – which the town was known for in past times. Now,
with a population of around 18,000, Kezmarok has become an interesting place to
visit for its rich and fascinating history and numerous monuments, which include a
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castle and several Renaissance merchant houses. One of the main attractions is the
Protestant church built in 1688, designated a UNESCO World Heritage site since
2008. It was a truly magnificent place, with a quite unexpected interior unlike any
that the group had seen before. We visited other grand churches of different
denominations, but none lived up to this. Since our classes finished by 1600 pm,
there was always time to stop in town to explore.
On the first Saturday, we spent the morning in Poprad, about 20 minutes drive away
and the largest town in the Spis region with a population of around 55,000. Set out
along the main street was a selection of market stalls, with food and drink, baskets,
linens, confectionery and other local products. The town also had a number of
vintage clothes shops and most of us acquired something ‘new’! We visited the
Podtatranske museum, which is one of the oldest in Slovakia. The museum was
established by The Hungarian Carpathian Society in 1876 and its collections offer
evidence of pre-history and early Middle Ages in the Tatra Mountains, social and
natural history from the region. The gem, however, was the exhibition of block
printing on textiles and its application on clothes and interior design. There were
several beautiful folk costumes to see, using the printed technique on stiffened,
closely pleated skirts embellished with hand embroidery. All the museums and
monuments we visited had a good selection of books that, by comparison to the UK,
were very reasonably priced and many of us acquired extra suitcase weight for the
return journey!
Since we were based in such a scenic area of Slovakia, it was a real treat to get out
into the countryside and our first experience was a rafting trip down the limestone
gorge of the Dunajec river – with Poland on one bank and Slovakia on the other. It
was a leisurely 90-minute float through towering cliffs, trees and dense low
vegetation. The fact that Poland was so close on our left hand, led us to appreciate
the central position of Slovakia in Europe and how near we were to the borders of
Hungary and the Czech Republic.
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Language:
Miro, our facilitator, was a good English speaker with a great sense of humour and
clearly very proud of his culture and heritage. It was great to spend time in his
company as he could always explain what we were seeing and was keen to convey
information to us. He and Zlaty worked well as a teaching team. One morning, with
his help, we spent a few hours discussing the differences and difficulties of Slovak
versus English grammar and idioms. Miro aimed to teach some basics so we could
greet people, manage to order food and drink and get by when we were out and
about. It was an entertaining session as it underlined how much we each take our
native language for granted and how tricky others are to learn, with the varying
genders, tenses and changing word-endings.
Value:
I was sorry to leave this group halfway through the month, as everyone had bonded
so well and, individually, were so keen to learn. The teaching and balance of the
programme was excellent and I knew, as I left, that there was so much more that I
was going to miss. There was a great deal of value in this intensive programme, in
terms of hand-skills tuition and techniques, all of which the group members would
be able to apply in their future studies. Visiting another country and having time to
get beneath the tourist veneer is invaluable, particularly for young people who are
experiencing some of their first lone periods away from home in a seemingly familiar
yet very different culture. I am very grateful to Grampus Heritage Limited for this
opportunity to participate in and learn from this very well organised programme. I
have gained some new skills and great insights during the two weeks I spent in
Kezmarok.
As a bonus, my return journey meant an overnight in Bratislava and it happened to
coincide with a festival evening in the central square, with demonstrations of bobbin
lace and embroidery, Slovak singing and traditional dance. A really good ending!
Report by Louise Butler: accompanying person, August 2018
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GALLERY

College, where daily lessons were held

Examples of Bobbin Lace from full-time students at Kezmarok’s 6th form college
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Grampus students starting work on Bobbin Lace samples

Excellent first sample by a Grampus student
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The theatre costume and wardrobe department

The reference library
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Our tutor, Zlaty

A classroom with a view!
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Historic Kezmarok

Our home-from-home garden at hosts Teresa and Pivo’s house
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Strazky Castle – the manor house, our alternative workplace
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Tenerife Lace – in the grounds of Strazky Castle
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Market baskets in Poprad

Traditional block printed and pleated skirts in Poprad museum
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Folk costume embroidery in the collections of Poprad museum
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Rafting through the limestone gorge on the River Dunajec

Pizza night!
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Visit to the UNESCO World Heritage church in Kezmarok
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Slovak language lesson with Miro

Bobbin lace demonstrated at the Folk Arts festival event in Bratislava
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Goodbye to Kezmarok and the Tatra Mountains!

